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WEEKLY RESIDENT REDEPLOYMENT UPDATE: JANUARY 16, 2022 

Issue #3 PREPARING RESIDENT AVAILABILITY FOR PERIOD 8 

ENGAGING IN COVID CARE: THE FIFTH WAVE 

Dear Residents, Program Directors, Service Chiefs, and DPSs,  

Thank you all very much for your help, patience, and support in our deployment efforts over the last two 

weeks.   

This fifth wave redeployment effort is different from our previous ones leading to learning new lessons all 

the time. PGME’s redeployment efforts are a continuous quality improvement exercise aimed at helping 

with the care of COVID patients while trying to maintain residents in their training programs – a delicate 

balance made only possible by getting feedback from our residents, our program directors, and our 

hospitals.  

I would like to thank everyone for being engaged and understanding of the current situation. There are 

important updates in everyone’s section below – please take a moment to read these carefully.   

Wishing everyone a safe week,   

Dr. Leon Tourian   

Redeployment Lead, PGME   

GUIDELINES FOR RESIDENT COVID REDEPLOYMENT ASSIGNMENTS   

 

RESIDENTS   

 The resident redeployment Quality Improvement survey is online: link   
o If you’ve been redeployed, please answer the survey to help PGME improve our 

redeployment process.    
o If there are any issues with your redeployment assignment and/or experience, please 

contact us at redeployment.pgme@mcgill.ca    

https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=cZYxzedSaEqvqfz4-J8J6sWjRuU_kV5AvugKQCtQjudUNzYxTVhJWDJaRTZPQktPOFhYUzBGUEQ5OS4u
mailto:redeployment.pgme@mcgill.ca


 If you are redeployed, please ensure that you have the following information from the site before 
your shift:  

o The faculty you are with and their coordinates (you will also need this to send your 
evaluation form)  

o The backup faculty and their coordinates in case of emergency   
o The unit(s) / ward(s) you are responsible for covering – it might be a good idea to present 

yourself to the charge nurses at the start of your shift   
o The right spectra phone   

 Please remember to ensure that your redeployment is evaluated – please log onto one45 and 
send the faculty who supervised you during your redeployment an assessment form.   

 Please do not arrange redeployment directly with service chiefs. All redeployment assignments 
must be vetted by our redeployment coordinators.   

 If you have been exposed or if you are experiencing flu-like symptoms, please contact the site you 
are rotating and follow recommended testing and isolation measures. (See attached documents)  

o MUHC: 514-934-1934 #44FLU    
o JGH COVID-19 line: 514-731-7343  
o SMH, LAKESHORE and DOUGLAS:  preventionssmet.comtl@ssss.gouv.qc.ca    

 PGME is committed to ensuring that residents maintain their training – if the number of COVID 
patients decreases, redeployed residents may be sent back to their regular rotation.   

 Please remember to rely on the COVID unit faculty support if you need assistance during your 
COVID-care shift.    
    

 

PROGRAM DIRECTORS   

 

 On a weekly basis (12pm Wednesday) we will ask program directors to confirm the availability of 

residents for the following week so that our redeployment coordinators can be ready to assign residents 

to COVID care as needed.   

 

Minimum presence expectations  

 As you know, residents are expected to be present for 75% of their rotation for the rotation to be 
valid.   

 Redeployment is considered clinical presence and counts towards the 75% rule.  
 If a resident has to be quarantined or isolated due to being exposed to or contracting COVID 

during a rotation, programs can consider the rotation valid if the resident has completed 50% of 
it.  

 This rule is valid for periods 7 and 8 and will be reassessed as the situation evolves.   
 Any issues related to the impact of a shortened training experience should be discussed at the 

competency committee level.   
 For off service residents, we strongly recommend that the two program directors along with the 

rotation director discuss specific concerns if any arise due to a shortened training experience.  
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Planning period 8  

 Please remember not to schedule residents on FLEX, rotating in ER, or who are 
immunocompromised.   

 With an uncertain trend for hospitalizations over the coming weeks, the number of residents 
being requested for period 8 is based on conservative projections. The programs assigned to 
provide residents for period 8 include:    

 

  

   

   

SERVICE CHIEFS   



   

Please submit your weekly redeployment request  form no later than Tuesday at 12pm.   

   

 The number of residents available remains VERY LIMITED.    
 The FMRQ contract is still valid and must be respected.    
 The trigger for resident redeployment is 30 or more symptomatic COVID patients admitted to 

COVID units.    
 COVID service chiefs are responsible for confirming COVID relief assignments with residents, their 

program director, and PGME (redeployment.pgme@mcgill.ca).   
 Please ensure that scheduled residents are provided with accurate and up-to-date information 

including:   
o the name and coordinates of their supervising faculty,   
o the name and coordinates of an alternative if they can’t reach the assigned faculty  
o the units they are responsible for  
o that the nurses know to contact the redeployed resident and not night float or MRP   

 If the number of COVID patients decreases, residents no longer essential for COVID patient care 
should be released back to their usual duties.    

o Please inform us as soon as possible at redeployment.pgme@mcgill.ca.    
o Residents should reintegrate their rotation as quickly as possible, and their program 

director should be immediately informed.   
 If the number of COVID patients increases and you would like 

to request additional residents, please resubmit the numbers using the request form and contact 
us as soon as possible at redeployment.pgme@mcgill.ca.   

 

 

COVID Redeployment 

Ms. Sheila Desormeaux (Redeployment Administrator) 

Drs. Beth Cummings and Patrizia Zanelli, (Hospital Redeployment Leads) 

Dr. Leon Tourian (PGME Redeployment Lead) 

Ms. Alessandra Celani (Associate Director, PGME Operations)                      
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